This review aims to provide the reader with an update on the present and potential clinical applications in Doppler ultrasound in perinatal medicine. Umbilical artery Doppler plays an important role in the management of intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) and preeclampsia and aids in twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome management while notching in the waveform is a predictor of umbilical cord abnormalities. Middle cerebral artery Doppler reliably detects fetal anemia and may be useful in the assessment of IUGR as well. Abnormal uterine artery Doppler may play a role in predicting growth restriction, hypertensive disorders of pregnancy and preterm delivery. Abnormal ductus venosus waveforms can also be used to predict adverse fetal outcome and may allow for better timing of delivery while umbilical venous pulsations may be a sensitive marker for fetal heart failure in hydropic pregnancies. 3D power Doppler allows better small vessel visualization that is not affected by angle of insonation and has been used to diagnose placental and cord abnormalities. Significant improvements have recently occurred, improving the visualization and evaluation of placental vascularity, resulting from enhancements in delineation of tissue detail through electronic compounding and harmonics, as well as enhancements in signal processing of frequency- and/or amplitude-based color Doppler ultrasound. Spatial representation of vascularity can be improved by utilizing 3D processing. Greater sensitivity of 3D Doppler ultrasound to macro- and microvascular flow has provided improved anatomic and physiologic assessment throughout pregnancy. The rapid development of these new ultrasound techniques will continue to enlarge the scope of clinical applications in placental studies. As clinical experience with these new technologies increase and as the technology improves further, it is reasonable to expect that 3D Doppler and 4D ultrasound will be complementary addition to well established 2D Doppler ultrasound imaging.
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Introduction

Christian Doppler first reported on the Doppler effect in 1842 describing the changes in the frequency of a light or sound wave produced by a changing relationship between two objects [1]. The traditional example given to describe the Doppler principle is the sound level when a train approaches and then departs from a station. The frequency of the sound is higher in pitch when the train approaches the station and lower when it departs. The change in sound pitch is also termed a frequency shift and is proportional to the speed of movement of the sound (or light) emitting source [2].Clinically, the combination of real-time ultrasound with pulse wave Doppler allows the identification of a specific area or blood vessel for sampling. When an ultrasound beam with a certain frequency is used to insonate a blood vessel, the reflected frequency shift is proportional to blood flow velocity within that blood vessel. The frequency shift is highest in systole when blood flow is the fastest and lowest in diastole when flow is slowest. The frequency shift is also angle dependent and velocity is measured accurately when the angle of incidence (cosine Θ) is as small as possible. When a sound beam is perpendicular to the direction of flow, the measured velocity is zero since the cosine of 90 degrees is zero. Using ratios of frequency shifts of flows in systole and diastole, Doppler indices can be made independent of the effects of the angle of the ultrasound beam. The indices used in Doppler ultrasound reflect vascular resistance and include the systolic/diastolic (S/D) ratio, the resistance index (RI=systolic velocity-diastolic velocity/systolic velocity) and the pulsatility index (PI=systolic velocity-dia-stolic velocity/mean velocity) [3]. The S/D ratios are used frequently in the United States to assess arterial waveforms though some experts feel that the PI is a more reproducible index.

Pulsed Doppler ultrasound in maternal fetal medicine

Ummbilical Artery Doppler

Umbilical artery Doppler is easy to obtain. Using a combination of pulsed echo and continuous wave Doppler ultrasound, Stuart et al first characterized umbilical artery (UA) velocity waveforms in normal pregnancies from 16 to 20 weeks of gestation and showed that umbilical artery angle independent indices decreased with advancing gestation [4]. Trudinger et al then showed that ratios of peak systolic to least diastolic flow velocities in umbilical arteries became abnormal in pathologic conditions such as intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) [5]. A meta-analysis of UA Doppler in the management of high risk pregnancies for preeclampsia and IUGR has been shown to reduce antenatal admissions by 44%, labor induction by 29%, cesarean section for non-reassuring fetal heart tracings by 52% and more importantly perinatal mortality by 38% [6]. Absent or reverse end-diastolic flow in the UA is now clearly shown to be associated with advanced fetal compromise and associated with increased perinatal morbidity and mortality and is an indication for delivery. The measurement of Doppler flow in the UA is also an excellent tool to aid in prognosis in pregnancies complicated by twin-twin transfusion syndrome (TTTS). Absent end-diastolic flow in the donor twin is associated with a higher risk of intrauterine fetal demise of the donor when patients are undergoing either arterial or laser therapy for TTTS. Kontopoulos et al have recommended assessment of AEDV in the pre-operative evaluation of TTTS patients [7].

Middle Cerebral Artery (MCA) Doppler

The MCA is the most studied cerebral artery because it is the most accessible cerebral vessel and it carries 80% of the cerebral blood flow. It can be sampled at an angle of 0° between the ultrasound beam and the direction of blood flow and the real velocity of blood flow is actually measured in the form of a peak systolic velocity (PSV). One of the most important applications of Doppler technology in obstetrics has been the detection of fetal anemia in pregnancies complicated by red cell iso-immunization or other causes. There appears to be excellent reproducibility when the proximal vessel is sampled after its origin from the internal carotid artery. A PSV above 1.5 MoM for the fetus’ gestational age has been shown to have a 100% sensitivity for detecting fetal anemia [8]. The MCA PSV is actually more reliable than the delta OD450 in the diagnosis of fetal anemia leading ACOG to issue a statement that Doppler ultrasound evaluation in the management of alloimmunization allows for a more thorough and less invasive workup with fewer risks to mother and fetus [9]. Besides diagnosis and management of fetal anemia, MCA PSV may also be helpful in the management of monochorionic diamniotic pregnancies complicated by Twin Anemia Polycythemia sequence (TAPS). Five percent of monochorionic diamniotic pregnancies are complicated by inter-twin hemoglobin differences in the absence of amniotic fluid discordances. Slaghekke et al have shown that the recipient twin in these pregnancies have MCA PSV’ s <0.8 MoM [10]. In addition to donor anemia, the diagnosis of TAPS is important because the recipient twin is at risk for thrombocytopenia and polycythemia-hyperviscosity syndrome. The MCA PSV is also a new parameter in the assessment of IUGR. Mari et al showed that MCA waveforms change in growth restricted fetuses and is a more significantly related to fetal hypoxemia and hypercapnia [11]. These changes are suggestive of fetal brain auto-regulation.
**Uterine artery (UtA) Doppler**

The uterine artery can be assessed as it crosses over the external iliac artery. Inter and intra observer variability has been reported to be about 10% [12]. Significant decrease in the S/D ratio of the UtA occurs with advancing gestation until 26 weeks as diastolic velocities increase [3]. This is a result of normal trophoblastic invasion leading to spiral artery remodeling resulting in a low resistance system that allows for the normal maternal-fetal exchange of nutrients, waste and metabolites. Phupong and Dejthevaporn showed that a disruption of this transition from high to low impedance is associated with an increased risk of preeclampsia and small for gestational age infants in previously healthy nulliparous women [13]. Onwudire et al also showed that UtA Doppler screening played a significant role in the prediction of a small for gestational age (SGA) neonate, preeclampsia and also gestational hypertension [14].

In the presence of obstetric complications such is fetal growth restriction, UtA Doppler identifies the fetus at higher risk for preterm delivery and lower birth weight. Li et al showed that bilateral UtA notching is a more significant predictor of adverse pregnancy outcome when compared to umbilical artery Doppler [15]. Ferrazzi et al showed that abnormal UtA Doppler in pregnancies complicated by IUGR is an important indicator of hypoxic or ischemic placental lesions [16]. Abnormal UtA Dopplers in fetus with growth restriction also identify mothers with an increased risk of the development of preeclampsia later in pregnancy [17]. In addition, abnormal UtA Doppler in high risk pregnancies appear to be a significant predictor of the need for cesarean section, SGA neonate and prematurity that was independent and superior to that of umbilical artery Doppler [18]. UtA Doppler studies are considered investigational in the USA.

**Umbilical cord compression**

Abnormalities of the umbilical cord (e.g. velamentous insertions, true knots and strictures) are usually only noted postpartum. Abuhamad et al first showed the umbilical artery Doppler waveforms can be abnormal in monoamniotic twin pregnancies complicated by cord entanglement [19]. In a prospective trial, Abuhamad et al showed that UA waveform notching appears to be a strong predictor of cord entanglement, true knots, cord structure, velamentous insertion, tight nuchal cords and abnormal cord coiling [20].

**Venous Doppler**

Doppler applications in obstetrics have largely focused on arterial flow profiles which give information on downstream impedance and upstream pressure. Venous Doppler evaluation allows estimation of forward cardiac function and venous distribution [21]. With the exception of the umbilical vein, all veins have a 4 phase flow pattern. Forward velocities are highest during ventricular systole (S) and early diastole (D). Velocity are lower during the ascent of the atrioventricular ring (v) and especially during atrial systole (A).

**Ductus Venosus (DV)**

The fetal circulation consists of two parallel blood streams that are uniquely partitioned. The single umbilical vein carries oxygenated blood from the placenta to the fetus reaching the fetal liver as the first major organ. 55% of the blood flow is diverted to the left lobe, 20% to the right lobe and 25% to the (ductus venosus) DV towards the heart. The DV acts as the first partition determining the proportion of umbilical venous blood diverted to the heart and it carries the most rapidly moving blood in the venous system and is thus easily identifiable on Doppler ultrasound. Rizzo et al studied Doppler indices from both the inferior vena cava (IVC) and DV and compared these values to cordocentesis derived blood sampling in IUGR fetuses and showed that abnormal DV S/A ratios could predict hypoxemia in this subgroup [22]. Several authors have reported on the use of DV studies in the prediction of fetal compromise in IUGR and other vascular abnormalities allowing for delivery prior to changes in biophysical profile scores. Baschat et al showed that DV Doppler parameters combined with IVC and UV Doppler measurements correctly predicted acid base status in a significant proportion of IUGR neonates [23]. Similarly, Schwarze et al showed that abnormal DV waveforms in preterm IUGR fetuses along with ARED was strongly associated with adverse fetal and perinatal outcome less than 32 weeks allowing for better timing of delivery [24]. Mari et al caution that DV waveforms alone cannot be used as the sole indicator for delivery, especially in the IUGR fetus less than 30 weeks [25]. They recommend using MCA PSV along with DV reversed flow as indicators for delivery, given the high perinatal mortality rates when IUGR fetuses are delivered less than 29 weeks of gestation.

**Umbilical Vein**

Umbilical vein Doppler provide information on fetal forward cardiac flow. Until 15 weeks, the umbilical vein has pulsations which are related to IVC patterns [26]. After this gestational age, pulsations may be associated with fetal heart accelerations, breathing and cord constriction. Pulsations may also be seen in the presence of severe IUGR and fetal hydrops [27]. Hofstaetter et al showed umbilical vein pulsations...
were a more sensitive indicator of heart failure in fetal hydrops compared to heart size, cardiac function, arterial Doppler and DV measurements [28].

**Other veins**

The hepatic veins and IVC share characteristics with the DV but is not easily interpreted. The portal veins have no pulsations, and respond to fetal hypoxemia [29]. The ease of measuring the DV however makes it the vessel of choice in venous Doppler measurements currently.

**Color and power Doppler imaging**

Doppler imaging has provided velocity information when their beams are directed at blood vessels and this technology has been available for many years. However, real time Doppler imaging only became available with fast signal processing which produces several images per second of the scanned region [30]. Fast signal processing allows for the production of color Doppler velocity images and Power Doppler image. Color Doppler shows the direction of flow information extracted by the electronics from the sequence of returning echoes (red denoting flow toward the transducer and blue away). Power Doppler images are generated when the power level at each image pixel is presented as a level of brightness. Image brightness is uniform except at vessel walls or in turbulent areas making power Doppler a sensitive technique for depicting flow in small vessels.

Color and power Doppler ultrasound has been used to image the vasculature of the fetal lung, kidney and brain [31]. Since Power Doppler has the advantage of displaying intensity of a returning Doppler signal, it is less dependent on the orientation of the blood vessel and is a useful technology to use in obstetrical imaging. Guerriero et al used transvaginal color Doppler imaging to diagnose prenatal intracranial hemorrhage in the second trimester [32] and Pilu et al have used this technology to correctly identify discrepant intracranial vasculature allowing for prenatal microcephaly diagnosis [33]. Fetal sacrococcygeal teratomas have been diagnosed prenatally using amplitude-based color Doppler sonography [34]. Other applications of color Doppler imaging in pregnancy include fetal echocardiography [35] and the identification of renal arteries in pregnancies complicated by oligohydramnios [36].

A major application of color Doppler in obstetrics is the evaluation of the placenta and is useful for the antenatal diagnosis of placenta previa, placenta accreta and vasa previa [37, 38]. The accuracy of in vivo detection of arterio-arterial anastomoses in monochorionic twins and its protection against the development of twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome was found to be highly specific with the use of power Doppler ultrasound technology and has been advocated as having a role in the stratification of antenatal assessment of monochorionic twins [39].

**Doppler ultrasound in 3 dimensions**

Three dimension (3D) ultrasound is a natural development in the evolution of ultrasound technology. The acquisition of data points throughout an entire volume of interest is required to produce a 3D ultrasound picture [31]. Slow acquisition speeds yield more scanned slices and volume data points and is used to image static organs whereas fast speeds are used for imaging moving structures such as fetuses. Ultra fast acquisition allow for four-dimensional (4D) real time imaging. 3D imaging reconstruction is voxel-based with the voxel being the smallest 3D picture unit. This allows for each pixel (smallest 2D picture unit) to be placed in the correct position in 3D volume reconstruction.

**3D power Doppler**

This technology allows for the three dimensional reconstruction of vessels after their visualization using power Doppler ultrasound. Instead of frequency shifts, 3D power Doppler analyzes amplitude signals and has been shown to be three to five times more sensitive than conventional color Doppler in visualizing small vessels and slower flows [39]. Additionally, vessel visualization is not affected by angle of insonation and is not susceptible to aliasing. Three dimensional quantification of blood flow from color Doppler is not possible. A new method for blood flow and vascularization has been developed to better depict overall blood flow in 3D power Doppler studies [40]. The vascularization index (VI) = color voxels/(total voxels — background voxels) and measures flow in a region of interest. Flow index (FI) = weighted color voxels/(color voxels — border voxels) and measures the intensity of color flow in a region of interest and is not an indicator of perfusion. The vascularization flow Index (VFI) = weighted color voxels/(total voxels — background voxels) and combines the percent of color voxels and intensity in a region of interest and therefore represents both blood flow and vascularization.

3D Doppler ultrasound is advantageous for the study of normal uterine, placental and fetal cardiovascular development. The 3D Doppler reconstruction of ultrasound images has become an available option on ultrasound equipments. Several clinical applications are feasible in all parenchymatous organs (mainly the liver and kidneys), peripheral vessels (supra-aortic trunks and limb vessels) and central (the aorta and iliac arteries) or cerebral vessels. Moreover, tumoral vessels in parenchymatous organs can be reconstructed, and the fetal blood flow can be...
seen with excellent detailing. The introduction of 3D has permitted to study normal and abnormal peripheral, central and parenchymatous vessels, with similar patterns to those obtained with digital angiography. The spatial relationships between the vascular structures of the placenta were studied with 3D ultrasound angiograms. The applications of this new technique include the analysis of vascular anatomy and the potential assessment of organ perfusion in the future.

Doppler ultrasound waveform analysis of the maternal-fetal circulation has emerged to add useful information in the determination of fetal well-being. One of potential application of 3D Doppler could be in the study of vascular changes in patients with IUGR and pre-eclampsia. It is a known fact that IUGR and pre-eclampsia is commonly associated with deficient trophoblastic invasion of the maternal spiral arteries during the first and second trimester. This problem can produce abnormally increased resistance to flow through the uterine circulation, and the resulting placental insufficiency can significantly reduce the delivery of oxygen to the fetus. Abnormal placental development is associated with fetal and neonatal morbidity, growth impairment, incidence of major congenital anomalies, increased incidence of preterm birth, fetal non-reassuring status in labor, neonatal intensive care admissions, and overall mortality. If proven clinically useful in large scale prospective studies, 3D Doppler evaluation of placenta could establish a foundation for earlier in vivo recognition of homodynamic changes in pre-eclampsia and possibly in IUGR. Three-dimensional power Doppler sonography has the potential to study the process of placentaion and evaluate the development of the embryonic and fetal cardiovascular system [41, 42].

Matijevic and Kurjak compared the performance of 2D and 3D power Doppler ultrasound in the visualization of the placental vascular network during ongoing pregnancy [43]. There was no difference in the visualization of primary placental stem vessels by 2D and 3D power Doppler. However, 3D power Doppler performed better distally, with statistically significant differences at the level of secondary stem, and even more prominent differences at the level of tertiary stem vessels. There was no difference in the visualization rate of radial and spiral arteries. The authors concluded that 3D Doppler was superior to 2D Doppler in the determination of the distal vascular branches of the fetal placental blood vessels.

The relationship of large and vascularized chorioangiomas and adverse pregnancy outcome is well recognized. Shih et al. studied a patient with a large placental tumor and signs of impending fetal cardiac failure [44]. The angiarchitecture of the tumor depicted by three-dimensional (3D) power Doppler ultrasound enabled them to accurately diagnose a placental chorioangioma. During the follow-up period, quantitative flow data obtained using 3D power Doppler indicated altered hemodynamics in the tumor and concomitant improvement in the condition of the fetus, enabling them to manage the mother conservatively. Spontaneous delivery occurred at 38 weeks without any complications. This report demonstrates the potential value of 3D power Doppler in prenatal diagnosis and monitoring of pregnancies complicated by large, vascularized chorioangioma.

3D Doppler ultrasound is a new method which allows the spatial presentation of fetal vessels in utero. Hartung and colleges have examined the feasibility of this technique in prenatal diagnosis [45]. The aim of their study with normal human fetuses was to determine the adjustment of the system presets, the optimal insonation planes and the regions of interest. Seven regions of interest were examined in three different planes. Best examinations were achieved in the vessels of the umbilical cord (successful rate 100%), followed by the placental and abdominal (84% each), cerebral (80%), pulmonary (64%), and renal vessels (51%). The most difficult conditions for examination and the most unreliable results were found for the fetal heart with a success rate of only 31% of the cases. Similar to the experience in 2D power Doppler, a plane with blood flow towards the transducer was the best insonation plane. In this study the authors were able to show that 3D Doppler of fetal vessels is possible. The feasibility is limited by fetal movements and unfavorable fetal positioning. The possible benefit of the method is to diagnose complex fetal vascular malformations in the future.

Ritchie and colleges have developed a system for producing 3D angiograms from a series of two-dimensional power-mode Doppler ultrasound [46]. Two-dimensional Doppler scans were acquired using a commercial scanner and image-registration hardware. Two-dimensional images were then digitized, and specially designed software reconstructed 3D volumes and displayed volume-rendered images. Scanning a flow phantom constructed from tubing assessed the geometric accuracy of their system. The system was tested on patients by scanning native and transplanted kidneys, and placentas. Three-dimensional images of the phantoms depicted the spatial relationships between blood flows within the tubing segments and contained less than 1 mm of geometric distortion. Three-dimensional images of the kidney and placenta demonstrated that spatial relationships between vasculature structures could be visualized with 3D Doppler ultrasound. Applications of this new technique include analysis of vascular anatomy and the potential assessment of organ perfusion.
Chaoui et al. wanted to assess the fetal cardiovascular system using 3D power Doppler in normal and abnormal conditions during the second half of pregnancy [47]. The following regions of interest were assessed: placental, umbilical, abdominal, renal, pulmonary and intracranial vessels together with the heart and great arteries. Satisfactory visualization of the fetal vascular system using 3D Doppler could be achieved in normal pregnancies. The main difficulty during the learning curve was the optimization of the power Doppler image prior to 3D data acquisition. Despite good visualization conditions, the reconstruction of satisfactory images was only possible in 56 out of the 87 (64%) pregnancies with abnormal vascular anatomy. These were abnormalities of placenta and umbilical vessels, intra-abdominal and intrathoracic anomalies, renal malformations, central nervous system and cardiac defects. The main reasons for the lack of information were fetal position and movements, overlapping with signals from neighboring vessels as well as technical limitations of the online system.

Zalud ad Shaha have evaluated utero-placental circulation using 3D power Doppler and established norms for placental and spiral artery blood flow in normal pregnancies between 14 and 25 weeks of gestation [48]. They showed that VI, FI and VFI all increased slowly in placental and spiral arteries with advancing gestation though these indices were all elevated with increasing parity [49]. Merce et al note that the use of 3D power Doppler is akin to a “vascular biopsy” and is an appropriate tool for the routine evaluation of the placenta vascular tree during gestation and that these indices are significantly related to fetal biometry and umbilical artery Doppler velocimetry [50]. Bartha et al used 3D power Doppler to evaluate fetal cerebral circulation in both normal and IUGR fetuses and showed that on average, VI, FI and VFI were all increased in fetuses with growth restriction suggesting hemodynamic redistribution that was higher than expected by conventional Doppler flow studies [51]. Even the fetal hepatic and portal system can be evaluated by 3D power Doppler. Kalache et al identified absent ductus venosus, direct connection of the umbilical vein to the inferior vena cava and umbilical vein to the inferior vena cava using 3D power Doppler [52].

Placenta accreta has become the leading cause of emergency peripartum hysterectomy and the rates have increased markedly in the last few decades [53]. The resulting blood loss and surgery results in significant maternal and neonatal morbidity and occasionally mortality and is becoming a significant problem in obstetrics today. The antepartum diagnosis of accreta is essential and has been shown to result less blood transfusions, intensive care unit (ICU) admissions, genitourinary tract injuries and a decrease in neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) length of stay, respiratory distress syndrome (RDS) and surfactant use [54]. The addition of 3D power Doppler imaging of the placenta, especially in the basal view may be a useful complementary technique for the antenatal diagnosis or exclusion of placenta accreta [55].

Conclusions

Doppler ultrasound of the umbilical artery plays an important role in the management of IUGR and preeclampsia and aids in prognostication in twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome while notching in the waveform is a predictor of umbilical cord abnormalities. Middle cerebral artery Doppler reliably detects fetal anemia and may be useful in the assessment of IUGR as well. Abnormal uterine artery Doppler may play a role in predicting growth restriction, hypertensive disorders of pregnancy and preterm delivery. Abnormal ductus venosus waveforms can also be used to predict adverse fetal outcome and may allow for better timing of delivery while umbilical venous pulsations may be a sensitive marker for fetal heart failure in hydropic pregnancies. 3D power Doppler allows better small vessel visualization that is not affected by angle of insonation and has been used to diagnose placental and cord abnormalities. As clinical experience with these new technologies increase and as the technology improves further, it is reasonable to expect that 3D Doppler and 4D ultrasound will be complementary addition to well established 2D Doppler ultrasound imaging.
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